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Story
Update: Class Trip - The Big Unmasking

At first glance, Andro Newman seems like a normal boy - but Andro is a robot who is secretly smuggled into
a school class as a human boy. Mission: to explore the humans and not to be exposed under any
circumstances. An innovative hook meets a scribble-like layout that transports the joke from the text to the
picture. The topic of "artificial intelligence" is taken up in a playful way and embedded in a setting at school.

What happens in Volume 3:
Andro's first challenge for the upcoming class trip is to pack his suitcase. Meanwhile, his "parents" want to
take him apart and build a better robot from the parts, since Andro's friendship score is so bad. Andro wants
to give up the silly point collecting and enjoy the trip, but technical disturbances and lack of energy supply
create new problems. Fellow student Marko is annoying and Julius constantly wants to prove that he is
better at everything. Mr. Lembke is still convinced that Andro is a robot and wants to prove his suspicions on
the class trip.

• Dynamic layout with lots of fonts, vignettes and illustrations
• Situational comedy meets a great narrative voice
• Special hook: a robot goes undercover at school
• The narrative perspective from the point of view of an artificial intelligence offers a lot of humor potential
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More titles in this series

Andro, Top Secret! - Error:
School (Vol. 1)

Andro, Top Secret! -
Emotions and Other

Disruptive Factors (Vol. 2)
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